Good Morning Greg
Please can you pass on the teams apologies for not being able to attend the Town Council Meeting
this evening. The crime report is as follows from 6th Jan -3rd Feb 2014:
1 x Crime- Breach of retraining order, linked to Domestic
15 x Calls to Police- Nothing of note.
Speed Checks: The only one I have recorded is for speed checks on Polka Road on 18th January, No
speeding observed.
The few speed checks are probably correlated to the fact the team have been out and proactive over
January delivering crime prevention advice as follows:
- Most farms on area have been visit and rural crime information passed
- Street surgeries and allotment surgeries have taken place in most parishes
- High risk areas of oil thefts have been visited and crime prevention advice given
- Vulnerable locations in Wells have been visited and H2H crime prevention around bogus callers/
rogue traders/ no cold calling stickers have been distributed (Check out Gales court!)
- Burglary initiatives and crime prevention over coastal areas.
Please can I ask that people are reminded about the above issues and if they are in doubt of
anything to please contact the SNT and we can offer any advice or visit and conduct Crime
Prevention Surveys (free of charge!). Anything from the meeting for our attention please let me
know.
All The Best
Kind regards
Becky
Town Clerk,
Please find below a brief report for the period 06/01/2014 – 31/01/2014:There were 19 calls made to police; as a result of these 4 crimes were recorded. One theft of food
from a freezer located in an outbuilding. One breach of a restraining order. One theft of heating oil
and one theft of wood.
Speed checks were carried out during this time and it is pleasing to report that no motorists have
been reported for speeding offences.
PCSO CLARKE

